few years.] ... I noted in some of my earliest
,stening tests that the ESL can produce so me
queer effects when multiple microphones ha ve
been used. l myself prefer the single micr o
phone technique although the overall effc et
is inclined to be a little 'dry'. This. however,
gives place to a luscious warmth when stereo is
used". [Stereo on disc by happy coinciden ce
has shared these same 21 years.]
Moving forward to 1978, let us now proceed
with the original objective, 10 evaluate the
Quad Electrostatic loudspeaker in comparison
,,.th today's competitors. First it must be said
that it remains the only commonly available
full-range electrostatic d�sign. 'l'h�re are and
have been others of course; the large screens of
KLH, the gas-filled Dayton Wright and,
recently at Harrogate, the direct-valve-drive
,ombination by Acoustat, all of them obviously
acceptable only in suitably adequate surround
ings. Of course, one should not forget the
possibility of using combinations of Quads,
even up to the 14 deployed by SME's Alastair
Robertson-Aikman in his fabulous music room
at Steyning, described 'by John Gilbert in our
June 1977 issue. A number of readers use
stacked pairs, but for reasons of space, appear
ance and economy most users will only be
contemplating a single pair. Originally these
loudspeakers appeared with bronze anodised
ah1minium grilles. Some years ago, after Braun
in Germany gave up licensed manufacture of a
Bauhaus styled version, Quad issued a black
painted variant and recently, because of prob
lems with colour consistency and fading of the
aluminium anodizing, bronze paint has also
been available. There have been remarkably
few oilier changes. A small alteralion to the
crossover protected the treble unit from the
greater peak power of transistor amplifiers, and
several changes were made in the power supply
a.s improved materials appeared.
At the time of its appearance, one most
noticeable aspect of the Quad was its lower than
average efficiency. I recall that among a group
of JO different loudspeakers checked in 1959,
all except one sounded louder, some quite
markedly so. Significantly only that one, the
late and still lamented GEC metal cone, hinted
at any of the Quad's virtues of flat response
right across the mid-range and abnormally low
(for then) colouration. Repeating that experi
ment with a batch of today's loudspeakers
almost completely reverses the situation. Quite
a number of modern designs have considerably
lower sensitivity, taki n g into account that the
majority of them have lower impedances at
mid-frequencies and are lherefore drawing more
power frorr. what are essentially constant voltage
amplifier sources.
The reasons are not hard to find; amplifier
watts have become cheaper.

And so loudspeaker design
ers have been able to use heavier and stiffer
materials in construction to cut down on reson
ance and colouration and to absorb (waste)
�wanted parts of the total energy both elec
trically and acoustically in cabinet frictions.As a
result, many good loudspeakers now sound
much more like the Quad than their pre
dece_ssors. One must be fair and point out that
there have also been pressures to reduce the
s.ize and, by the (so far unshaken) laws of
physics, this presupposes either a loss of effi
ciency or limited bandwidth or both. However
recent developments in music seem to be re
quiring higher sound levels, particularly at Lhe
extremes of Lhe frequency range, and we are
already beginning to see this swing reverse.

The Quad sound

All in all, and including the acceptance of
difficulties in placement, the Quad sound is slill
a degree or two ahead of the competition. The
open 'airy' reproduction of good source material
has never been bettered, and the ability to sort
out what is going on in complex musical works
can still be a revelation. As Philip Tandy dis
covered, one should realize that the rather
lumpy low-frequency behaviour of many
cabinet loudspeakers near to their cut-off is
not true bass: down to the 40Hz limit, the Quad
docs a more realistic job than most. A number
of well known organists have chosen it for that
very reason, asserling that only t11e Quad
permits them to idcnlify the composition of the
16-foot ranks. Quite a few loudspeaker manu
facturers lay claim to extended low-frequency
response but, in my experience, there are indeed
very few capable of clean production as low as
30Hz at any appreciable volume level and I
remain unconvinced that I can hear, as opposed
to feel, a pure 20Hz, so often quoted as the
lower limit of human hearing.
The physical appearance of the Quad has
been less objected to as the years have gone by
for, as Peter Walker once said, "As a room
heater it would have been acclaimed for its
style, but everyone expects a loudspeaker to be a
box". Because it produces sound over its entire
area, the influence of adjacent walls and par
ticularly corners is considerable and room
position becomes a matter for experiment.
However the format has compensations; because
the car tends to take in a larger sample of the
total as the distance increases, there is an
apparent superiority of sound distribution in
most rooms and conversely one can be quite
close to an electrostatic playing loudly without

distress. Another useful gain is in mobility;
should the ideal positioning be unacceptable for
day to day use, it is the work of a moment to
re-position the units when serious listening is
intended.
The absolute maximum level of sound re
mains limited and is very sharply defined by the
onset of considerable distortjon; unlike moving
coil loudspeakers, where distortion can be
found to grow rather more linearly with in
creasi ng volume. fi, pair of Quads in stereo gives
adequate volume of classical programme
material in all but the largest rooms, and it is
mainly those people who relish the impact of
modem popular music who feel lhe need to
resort to stacked pairs.
Tt has been my experience that only a very
few owners with established musical taste have
willingly forsaken Quads after once becoming
accustomed LO their virtues. The few which
appear second-hand because of domestic
difficulties or loss of interest are soon snapped
up and represent a microscopic percentage of
21 years' produclion. Over all that period I
have used them extensively both as a reference
and for pleasure. I can think of few others
which even now would be equally acceptable
in either capacity.

